
Creatures of Habitat

The Glucksman is the landscape that forms a temporary home for the creatures of Fieldworks – 

Animal Habitats in Contemporary Art. Throughout the gallery, these various animalistic 

manifestations brush up against the edges of the human self. Ideas are waiting to burrow under your 

too-human skin. There's a twitch in the membranes of the cave. Ears are tentatively raised.  

These works are sacrificial, in the way that artworks often are, offered up to appease our thirst. 

Offerings like the small taxidermy birds placed around the boundaries of the gallery. The sacrifice 

for us is in our separation of course, we see animals as the lost other, though we often wonder where 

the line really is. We suffer from a disconnection from their world, they try survive in ours. We look 

at them as though through a window, their world feels mostly denied to us. But we hope for 

infection. 

There are small oil paintings grouped on a wall, and in one rests a white hare with a black beady 

eye. It lies on a snowy background, snow hare, symbol of the moon, a hare's breath. It's surrounded 

by other paintings of austere cliff faces, volcanos, and rocks in a jaundiced stormy glow. A hundred 

identical goose heads in profile, a hidden nest in a lurid green tree, multiplicities, mysteries.

Once on a walk in East Clare I came across a stag. He stood transfixed on the road while I kept 

walking, unable to stop. I was almost upon him, face to face, when something snapped and he leapt 

a fence into the cold pine forest and was gone. Another day, and I'm looking over a gate into the 

dark woods at the Hill of Doon in Galway. I said to my friend: 'I bet there's spirits in there'. Then a 

shadow shifted and a hare emerged into the light. It came slowly towards me until we almost 

touched. We contemplated each other in the hush. Then the spell was broken and it returned, into 

the forest's depths by the same path. Becomings, transformations, callings. 



I can never smell what you smell,  I'm just a pair of eyes on a restless brain. I am all your heads, I 

am none, I'm a headless rabbit, painting in my own blood. 

On a TV screen there's a rolling cycle of animals, listless at a zoo. Owls' heads swivel slowly to a 

distorted soundtrack, suggesting Minerva, Athena, the all-seeing. A cat stretches over a piano, 

soothed by its rumbles. I'm caught by all these images, flaring on the cave wall.

I lost some time drinking tequila with friends one afternoon in East Clare, we were celebrating the 

birth of a new foal. I came to, disoriented and lost, hours later and a mile away in a nearby forest. I 

was all scratched by brambles from my unconscious struggles through the undergrowth, answering 

some unknown summons. A vague recollection of searching for a lost dog I'd heard about. 

There's a delicate black and white photograph of a fly on the cold gallery wall, frozen in flight, 

against a blurred background of anonymous plants. Its journey is framed as important as our own 

pointless circles and cycles. The colourful photographs around the corner, multiple images of birds, 

might please the fly's multiple eyesight. They are caught forever in their 1970s snapshot aesthetic. 

These obsolete technologies are often as in danger of becoming extinct as animal species. The still  

image is sacrificed to the moving, the analogue to the digital. And so the discarded acquires a 

magical quality in the sacred space of the gallery, the obsolete becomes the esoteric. Specialised 

knowledge is guarded by initiates.

One time while driving by an abandoned cottage in North Clare I felt a strong urge to stop and 

explore it. I heard faint noises coming from the back of the house and found a swallow. It was 

trapped between the panes of glass on a half opened dirty window-frame. I gently eased the panes 

up and down until I freed it into my hand, and then into the air, splattering me in shit as it went. It  

swooped, drawing delicate arcs with its movements up and away. 



The gallery is a temple-cave, with animals painted on the walls. My cat lies on my stomach as I 

write, stomach gurgling in satisfaction after the meal he's just eaten. He lies on my arm also, 

impeding this flow of writing and my belly growls in response to his, as we lie, stomach to stomach, 

devouring-animals. Words as prey. 

I become restless in my gallery memories, labels, names become adrift, it's all just rooms full of 

beasts. Does it matter their names? Or their titles? What matters is the blood-red glow from which 

the hyena emerges from, or the quiet emptiness of mud nests sat on circled plinths. Upstairs a cage 

is full of its own potent emptiness, full of the absent pent up sweat and frustration, cries and dung. 

Perhaps the hyena will be after the scattering birds, and the nests will hatch glossy scorpions like 

from the nocturnal photographs upstairs. Maybe the cat will tire of its musical appreciation and 

climb the great papier mache tree. Headless guinea pigs unfold from their frames, animals appear in 

the folds of fabric. 

In the upstairs gallery wolves push against the lines of their own drawings. A white-eyed vision of a 

deer emerges from darkness. Let's have wolves in our cities, foxes in our gardens, a wild life. Invite 

it in. Protests, high animal spirits, unrest for water, food, migration. Welcome it. 

I see you claw at these fragments details and can offer nothing, no charm, nor clue. Perhaps just tear 

them from your mind, roll instead in the dust of your own habitat.

Suzanne Walsh 




